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Abstract 
The rank-into-rank and stronger large cardinal axioms assert the existence of certain elementary 
embeddings. By the preservation of the large cardinal properties of the embeddings under certain 
operations, strong implications between various of these axioms are derived. 
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Let 2 be a limit ordinal, necessarily of cofinality o in the following definitions. Let 
8;. be the set of elementary embeddings ,j : I+. 4 V;,,, j not the identity. The statement 
E(2), that 8;. # 8, is a strong large cardinal axiom. This axiom is discussed in [8, 91, 
where two stronger axioms El (2) and E,,(2) are also given. If j E 8~ or j : V 4 A4 is 
an elementary embedding for some transitive class M, let crj be the critical point of j. 
Write c’: j = {y(cr j): n < w}, and let cP( j) = sup<,‘_ j). Then El (2) says there is an 
elementary j : V + M, for some transitive class M, such that cr”‘( j) = 2 and V;. 2 M. 
Axiom E,(k) ( = E(3, + 1)) states that there is an elementary j : J$+I --f E_+l, j not the 
identity. Then E&n) +E,(lw)+E(iL). In fact if j witnesses E&j,) then j extends to 
a j witnessing El(i); moreover, there is a j’ witnessing El(i) with cr(j’)<crj. And 
the analogous reflection to a j’ with smaller critical point holds between El(A) and 
E(2), see [S]. 
Consider the question of reflecting in these examples to a j’ with cr”( j’) <k. Given 
properties A(2), B(1) of an ordinal A, say that A strongly implies B if for all i,. A(i) 
implies B(,?), and the least 1, satisfying B is less than the least 1 satisfying A. Then 
El strongly implies E (Gaifman [5], Solovay). This was refined by Martin. Let ZE(i,) be 
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the statement that there is an iterable embedding j E &A (see [14] for the definition of 
this). Then El strongly implies IE (Martin, see [17]), and IE strongly implies E (as 
in [5]). 
We show that E, strongly implies El: if j : &+I + K.+l, then for some A’ <I (in 
fact for an w-club C of R”s with Card(C f? K,) = IC, for each K, E c’r j), E,(n’) holds. 
The consequence of this, that E,(n) does not imply E&n), is a prior result of 
Woodin. Namely, let 1 be least such that E,(I), and take the model L[fi U {j r &}I 
for some j witnessing El(L). This model satisfies choice: js,( < ), < a well ordering 
of Vcrj, well orders VA. E,(L) still holds there (using, e.g., Theorem 1.3(v) below), but 
E,(2) does not - namely, Woodin (see [18]) has shown that E,(1) implies that for 
every A c VA:,, A# exists. 
For jc &A., consider what second order statements and beyond that j or an extension 
of j might preserve. For A C VA define j(A) = UaCl j(A n V,). Note that this is the only 
way j could extend to an elementary j : VA+, --+ &+I. For free we get the first step from 
E(1) toward E,(1); if j E go,, A 2 VA,, then j : (VA, E ,A) 4 (VA, E , jA) is elementary. 
This implies that if j, 8 E 8~ then j(e) = j e E 8~. 
Between the conditions that j : &. + fi is elementary and j : &+I + Q+, is elemen- 
tary are the conditions that j is a CL embedding (j preserves CA relations over VA). 
Then El (A) turns out to be equivalent to the existence of a Ci embedding j : fi + 6. 
Martin (see [6]) showed that for 12 odd, if j is ZA, then j is CA,,. 
Section 1 and Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 and Theorem 2.3 is an exposition of results 
of a number of people - the folklore analog of &:,+I with VW+1 when cfl = O, the 
equivalent characterizations of the axiom E,(n) due to Gaifman, Powell, Solovay and 
Martin, unpublished work of Martin and Woodin on Ci-correctness and Martin on 
%,+, * &,? 
The remainder of the paper is about preservation of C!,‘ness under various operations. 
For j E 8,~ let &j be the closure of {j} under the operation k& and let 4 be the closure 
of {j} under the operations kL and k o 8. We consider two types of limits of sequences 
(j,: n < w) of members of 8~. 
Say that the direct limit s = . . . o j2 o jr o js stabilizes if for each x E &, ((j, o . . . o 
jr o jo)(x): n <o) is eventually constant. If s stabilizes, then s E &A. 
Let J = (jo o jl o j2 o ‘4 .) be the inverse limit of the ji’s (see Section 3). Then 
dom J = V, for some IX <II. Say that J is a nontrivial inverse limit if cf (cI) = o (which 
occurs, e.g., when crjo <crjr <crjz < . . -). If J is nontrivial, then J: V, --f V, is an 
elementary embedding (with second order parameters allowed in the formulae). 
The facts about preservation are 
Theorem. (i) If h and k are CA then h ok and hk are CL. 
(ii) If there is a CA embedding or a Ch embedding from VA to VA, then there is 
such an embedding j such that some stabilizing direct limit of members of &j is 
not .Zt. 
(iii) Every nontrivial inverse limit of C,!, embeddings from VA to VA is CA from V, 
to VA. 
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Using (iii) we obtain 
Theorem. If j: Vi 4 VA is CA,,, then there is an w-club CC 2, with z n K,, = K, all 
K, E z j, such that for each A’ E C there is a Ck embedding k : V;,, --+ V_:,I. Thus E, 
strongly implies El. 
Finally, Woodin [20] has derived consequences of the stronger axiom that there is an 
elementary embedding j : L[ Vi+l] -+ L[ Vi+,] with c?“(j) = 1,. One of these consequences 
is that there is a I’ < 2 (in fact an o-club set of A”s as above) such that &(n’). We 
show (by the above methods) that this follows from the existence of an elementary 
embedding j:L~[V~+r]-+Li[V~+l] (where Li[K.+i]=Def(I5+1)). 
Let E,,(R) say there is a Ci,, embedding j : Vi ---t Vi, (so E. =E, E, = .Z; = C;, E2 = 
C: =Ci, etc). Let Ei(;1) say there is an elementary embedding j:Lr[~,+i]-+~i[?$+i]. 
We have then that for 
Eo, IE, EI, E2, EL . . . , Em 6 
each later axiom strongly implies the earlier ones. 
Results on extending the E hierarchy further into the transfinite will appear elsewhere. 
The references include a list of papers about 67~. and stronger embeddings. Some 
basic facts about them are in [8,13,14]. All the embeddings occurring in this paper 
which extend C;\ embeddings, with the exception of arbitrary embeddings j : V --+ M as 
in the definition of El, are determined by their restrictions to VA. When constructing 
them we will identify them with their restrictions to 6,. 
§l 
This section reviews second-order properties of 6. and Zi embeddings. The language 
is that based on the predicate symbol E with first-order variables x, y, . . and second- 
order variables X, Y, . . . (for notational simplicity let x, y, . . . ,X, Y, . . . denote finite strings 
of such variables and let 3x, Vx, 3X, VX denote finite blocks of quantifiers of the given 
type). Recall that a relation on VA+, is CA if it is definable over VA by a CA formula, 
where a formula @ is .ZA if @ contains no second-order quantifiers, and @ is C!, if 
d, is of the form 3XiVXz . . . Q,,X,,Y where Y is CA. If @ defines a C!, relation then 
so do 3x@, Vx@, and %.XQs. II: formulae and relations are similarly defined. Any 
parameter occurring in these formulae will be assumed for notational simplicity to be 
second-order. A jg &i is CA if j preserves all Ch relations over Vi,, i.e., if G(X) is ZA, 
A & Vi, then VA b (@(A) M @( jA)). Then a CA_, embedding j preserves CA relations @ 
upwards (VA + (@(A) 4 @( jA)). To show j is CA it suffices to prove that j preserves IIt, 
relations upwards, as such a j would preserve II:_,, and hence CA, relations upwards 
as well. 
When 2 is a cardinal of cofinality w, the tree representations of Zi and 1: re- 
lations over I+ are similar to those in the case of descriptive set theory (2 = 0). 
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Namely, suppose @(X, Y) is CA and B c 6. Fix an increasing sequence (6,: n < o) I‘ A. 
We define the tree TQ(x,B) = T with respect to (8,: n <w). Let @ in prenex form 
be Vxo 3~0 Vxi 3~1 . ..~~~3Y.~(x,Y,XO,YO,..., x,, yn). T attempts to build A c VA and 
Skolem functions J;(xo, . . ,xi) (0 d i < n) witnessing that @(A,B) holds. Since we will 
want T 2 Vi and range fi 1 J&, might be unbounded in I’,‘,, a node at the mth level of T 
will tell what A n Vam is, and, for idn, do,. . . , di E F&, will either determine the value 
f;-(do, * * * 5 di) E yS,,, or will make a promise P(do,. . . ,d;) = k to determine J(do, , . . ,di) 
by the kth level of T, for some k >m. So define a sequence s to be &-good for @ 
if s = (a, b, F, P) where a, b & I$,,,, F is a partial function: (Vg,)“+i -+ VJ,,, and for all 
do,d,, . _ _ , d, E yS,, Y(a, b,do, F(do),dl, F(do, dl >, . . . , d,,F(do, . . . , d,)) holds whenever 
all the F values shown are defined, and P: (( KJ,J~~+’ -domF) -+ (o-((m+ 1)). Then 
the mth level of T = {(a, F, P): (a, B n Va, , F, P) is &-good for @}. Order TQ as de- 
scribed above: if (a, F,P) and (a’,F’,P’) are on levels m and k, respectively of TQ, and 
m < k, then (a, F,P) < (a’, F’, P’} if and only if a’ n Vam = a, F &F’, and if P(z) < k 
then do domF’, and if P(z) > k then P(z) =P’(i). If e is an infinite branch through 
T let the projection of e be U{u: (a, F,P) E e}; then for A 2 l$, @(A, B) holds iff A is 
the projection of an infinite branch through T. 
Continuing to fix (S, : n -=c w), the tree &, for a Ci sentence Y = 3X VY @(X, B, Y) 
with parameter B 2 VA, is defined as follows. Fix any B>i+; we will define ~Y,Q. 9~ 
can be any such ~Y,Q; we will suppress the 0 until it is needed. For m <CO, a C V&, 
let G,(a)= {(c,F,P): ( a, c,F,P) is on level m of T+~x,B,Y)). Then the mth level 
of yy = {(a,H): a C &,,H: G,(a) --t 6}. Order ry by (a, H) < (a’, H’) (where level 
((a, H)) = m < level( (a’,H’))) iff a’ n Vb, = a and H’(c’, F’, P’) >H(c, F, P) whenever 
(a,c,F,P) < (a’,c’,F’,P’) in T+D(x,B,Y). 
The analogues of Mostowski’s and Shoenfield’s tree representations are 
Theorem 1.1. For ;1 of coji’nality CO, B C J$ 
(i) & b 3X @(X, B) ifs TQ(x,B) has an inj%te branch. 
(ii) 6 /= 3X VY @(X, B, Y) ifs &,(x,s, ~1 has an infinite branch 
For A an ordinal of cofinality cr), define & = {%$,: n <to) to be a A-tower of ultrafil- 
ters if for some increasing (K,: n < 0) T A, %n is a fine, Ice-complete, normal ultrafilter 
on h+P, and ifm<n andAEqm then {xEC~~,+~]~~:X~K,+~EA}E~~. For such 
a tower & let Ult( V,&) be the limit ultrapower (the collection of equivalence classes 
of functions f: [rcm+llKm + V, where if f: [rcm+llKm + V, m dn, g : [rcn+l]lcn -+ V, 
then f N g iff {x: g(x) = f(x n r~~_+i)} E %$)_ Let ig : V --+ Ult( V,&) be the canonical 
embedding. 
Say that & is complete (or well founded) if for any (Aj: i < w) with Ai E %$ there 
is an X C 2 with (X fl Ki+r ) EAT for all i. 
For j E &A, let 4& be the tower of measures (42,: n <CO> induced by j; that is, 
for (K~: n tw) = sj, then for A G [r~,,~ lKn”, A E 9& iff j[lcn+i] E&t. Write Ult( <j) = 
Ult( V, &j). 
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Lemma 1.2 (Gaifman [5] and Powell [16]). 
(i) Zf & is a complete A-tower, then Ult( V,&) is well founded. Letting M be the 
transittke class isomorphic to Ult( V, 6), i,- : V ----) M the canonical embedding, 
then cr”(i,z) = 3, and E. CM. 
(ii) Conversely, suppose M is a transitioe class, j : V + M is elementary, crw( j) = 1, 
E, 2 M. Then ?Zj is complete and iO;, 1 v, = j r Vi. 
A proof is given in Kanamori [8, p. 3261. 
In the next result, versions (ii) through (v) are explicit or implicit in the work of 
Gaifman and Powell. Martin noted version (i) and proved version (vi). 
Theorem 1.3. Suppose j E 81. Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) j is Zt. 
(ii) The tower of measures @I is complete. 
(iii) j extends to an elementary embedding j: V + M, M a transitive class with 
&CM. 
(iv) j preserves well-founded relations on 2. 
(v) j preserves well orderings of %. 
(vi) j is Ci. 
Proof. (i) + (ii). To show &j is complete, suppose Ai E %” (i <o). Then the statement 
@(Z, A ), that for some X C: i, X n ~i+i E A, for all i, is ct. And @(j(Z), j(i)) is true 
via X = j[i]. 
(ii) --f (iii). Take M=Ult(V,j) (Lemma 1.2). 
(iii) ---f (iv). If A & (2)’ is well-founded, then j(A) is well founded in M, thus in V. 
(iv) -+ (v). Immediate. 
(v) i(i). Suppose 6 +Q X@(X,A). Then T+,(x,A), as an upside down tree, is well- 
founded. Fix a well ordering R of E, and let cRm be the induced Kleene-Brouwer 
ordering on (Kb)‘“. Then I$, k T+(x,.d) is well ordered by <En. Thus, E. k T7rp(x,j~) 
is well ordered by <‘$$. Hence, &,(.r,,~) is well founded so I$, +VX @(X,.jA). 
Case (vi) is a consequence of the next result. For M a transitive class, e CM, 
say that M is CA-correct at i if for any CL formula @(X) and A C 6. with A EM, 
M k @(A) iff V k @(A). Martin showed that if j is 1;) then Ult( V, j) is Ci-correct 
at i, whence j is Ci. And Woodin showed similarly that if M, is the oth iterate of 
V by j, then McO[~n: n<w] is Ci-correct at 2. We state these theorems in a general 
form, in order to compare below with the situation for JYA embeddings. 
Theorem 1.4. Suppose Vx MI x M2 2. . is a sequence of length <co of elementary 
embeddings, and for each i, cP’( ji) = 3, and J$ c Mi, and suppose that the direct limit 
M is well founded. Suppose N is a transitice class model with M 2 N c V such that 
N b cfn = co. Then N is Ci-correct at 1. 
Proof. Since M is well founded and each criO(jl) =I we have that if (js,jr,. . .) is 
infinite then limi(cr(ji)) = 1. Then since Vi C Mj for all i we have Vi CM. Since N is 
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well founded, &, c N, and N b cfA = w, N is C; correct at ;i by Theorem 1 .l. Thus 
if B C_ V,, BEN and N + ZlXVY@(X,B, Y), then V k XVY@(X, B, Y). We show the 
reverse direction. 
Let J : V + A4 be the direct limit map, factoring as V xn M,, x+ M. Claim: if c E 6, 
and F:c-+Ord, then JoFEM. We have that each Jon(F)E and Jon ICE&CM,, 
and Jo,, o F = J&F) o Jon 1 c. This gives the claim when (jo,ji, . . .) is finite. In the in- 
finite case, let CE V, (a ~2) and pick n with cr(J,,) >cc; then J&Jo,, o F) = J o F as 
desired. 
Suppose N +VX 3Y-&(X,B, Y). Below, ;I+ will mean (A+)‘. Let (6,: n<o) wit- 
ness that N + #“(A) = w. In N the tree FQ&s,y),L+ of Theorem 1.1 (turned upside 
down) is well founded. Let LEN, L : Y&B,yj,i.+ --+ Ord witness this. We are done 
by defining an L : y = 9G&B, r),n+ -+ Ord showing that F is well founded. Given 
(u,H) E F-, where H : G,(a) +A+, G,(u)E&. LetZ((a,H))=L((a,JoH)). To check 
that this is well defined, Jo H EN by the claim. Since each ji(A+) = A+, we have 
J(2’) = A+; thus (a, J 0 H) E yo&B, ,,) 1+. Then clearly z is order preserving, as 
desired. Cl 
Corollary 1.5. Zf j : V, -+ VA is Et, then 
(i) (Martin) Ult( V, j) is Ci correct. 
(ii) (Woodin) A&,,[{ K,: ra < w}] is Zi correct. 
(iii) (Martin) j is C& 
Proof. (iii). If Q(X) is ZZ: and V b Q(B), then Ult( V, j), and hence V, satisfies @( jB). 
cl 
Extend the definition of CA embeddings now to include embeddings J : 61 + 6 
(where again for AC Q/, J(A) = lJatl, J(A n V,)). In the case of interest (n> 1 and 
cf;l’ = w), J[n’] is cofinal in A. Lower case letters j,k,. . . will continue to be reserved 
for the case A = A’. 
Say that an iteration Ma ~A41 2 f . . (Mi a transitive class model, ki elementary) is 
internal if for each i, ki is a class of A4i (definable in A4i with set parameters). 
Corollary 1.6. Suppose VxM1 TM? 2.. . is an internal iteration, with cP( ji) = I 
and 62 Mi for each i (for example, suppose Mi+l = Ult(Mi, ki), where MO = V, ki EMi, 
ki:V$+Vk,Mikki is Zi, and ji is the ultrapower embedding extending ki). Let M 
be the direct limit and J : V + M be the direct limit map. Then if M k cf I = w, then 
M is Ci-correct. And if, moreover, J(2’) = 1, then J r 61 : fi/ --+ fi is C:. 
Proof. The direct limit of an internal iteration is well founded [5], giving Cl-correctness 
by the theorem. That J is Zi is as in Corollary 1.5(iii). 0 
§2 
Lemma 2.1. For n odd, the statement ‘y is a CA embedding” is II:,, in j. 
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Proof. We have that j is Ci if and only if 
VB C I$ V CA-formulae @(Xi ,X2,. . ,X,, Y) 
(3A1 V,42 . .%I, &, k @(d, jB) =+ 3A 1 VA2 . . .3A, fi. /= @(d,B)) 
And as “I$, + Q(d)” is Ct (there is a branch through TOcf, whose projection is d) this 
sentence is II:,, . 0 
Lemma 2.2. Suppose n is odd, j is Ci, cr j = K, /I <K, and A, B C VA. Then there is a 
k, where kc 81, if n = 1 and k is CA_, if n > 1, such that k(B) = j(B), k(A’) = A jbr 
some A’, and B < cr k -C IC. 
Proof. The case n = 1 follows from a tree argument applied to Ult( V, j). We go to the 
case n > 1. Then the statement “3 k, Y, k is CA_,, k(B)=jB, k(Y)=A, /?<crk<K” is 
CL by Lemma 2.1. Applying j we get “3 k, Y, k is CA_,, k(jB) = j(jB), k(Y) = j(A), 
p < cr k < j(x)“, which holds for k = j, Y = A. 0 
Theorem 2.3 (Martin). If n is odd and j is CA, then j is CA+, 
Proof. When n = 1 this is Theorem 1.3(vi). Suppose n > 1 and the theorem is true 
for all m <n. Suppose B C fi and 6 13Xi VXl 3x3 . . . ‘d&+1 @(Xl,. . . ,&+I, jB). Let 
Xi =A witness this. By Lemma 2.2 pick a Ci_-2 embedding k with kB= jB, kA’=A. 
By induction, k is CA_, . Thus, k preserves the II; relation VXx 3x3 . . . VXn+, 
@64,X2,. ,&+I, kB) downward. So 6 kVX2 3x3 .VXR+i @(A/,X2,. ,X,,+l, B) and 
we are done. 0 
If h and k are CA, then so is h ok. We check that application also preserves Z,!,‘ness. 
Theorem 2.4. If h and k are Ck, then hk is CA. 
Proof. By Theorem 2.3 we may assume n is odd. Let @ be the CA formula 3x1 VX2 
Y(Xl , . . . ,X,, Y). Then 6 satisfies 
VY[3X1 VX2.. . Y’(X,,. . .,a&, kY) + 3X, VX2.. Y(X,, . . .,X,, Y)]. 
This formula is II:,,, so by Theorem 2.3 for h, VA satisfies 
VY[3X, vx2.. . !?yx, , . . . ,X,, hk( Y)) + 3x1 VXz . Y(X,, . . ,X,,, Y)]. 
Thus, hk preserves all CA relations downward, giving the theorem. 0 
If k is CA, then by reflecting using Lemma 2.1 there is a CA_, embedding j with 
jj = k. Then cr j <cr k, so such a j with cr (j) minimal satisfies that jj is C,!, and j is 
CA_, but not CA. For composition, though, we have 
Theorem 2.5. If h, je &” and ho j is CA, then h and j are CA. 
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Proof. 
Lemma. Zf k and L are CL and k o L is Ck,,, then 8 is Ck,,. 
Proof. It suffices to show that if the II;,, sentence VXl 3x2. . @(XI,. . ,X,+l,B) 
holds, then so does VXi 2x1 . . . @(XI,. . . ,&+I, /B). Given A 2 E,, we are to show 
3x2 . . . @,(~,&,...,&,l, /B). It suffices to show 3x2.. @(kA,&, . ,X,+,,k(eB)). 
This holds by applying k o 8 to the first formula. 
To prove the theorem we fix h, j E 8). such that h o j is Ci, and we show by induction 
on m <n that h and j are .Xa. For m = 0 it is given. Suppose m <n and it is true for m. 
Then hj is CA by Theorem 2.4. So, since h o j = hj o h, both j and h are JCA+, by the 
lemma. This completes the proof. 0 
If .Z is a direct limit . . o j2 o jl o jo of members of &TL’;,, then {XE fi,: ((j, o in-1 o . . o 
jo)(x): n < W) is eventually constant} is some V, (cx <A); say then that J cc-stabilizes. 
Say that J stabilizes if J %-stabilizes. If J stabilizes, then J E 81.. 
Theorem 2.6. Zf there exists a CA (respectively, Cl) embedding on fi, then there is 
such an embedding j such for some stabilizing direct limit s of members of&, s is 
not Ci. 
Proof. For jE 82 let j2 = j o j, and let Za = j, Ii = jj, and for each m, Z,,,+2 =G+lZ,,,. 
Then ([13], Lemma 8), the direct limit s = + . . 0 I5 0 13 0 11 stabilizes, and sj = j2. 
For the theorem pick j CA (respectively, EL) such that j(crj) is minimal. We have 
fi +gkE&l” k2 =sj. If s were Et, then for some kg&A, k2 = j. By Theorem 2.5, k 
would be CA (respectively, ck). This contradicts the minimality of j(crj). 0 
§3 
Suppose 
where each ji E ~$2. Let J be the inverse limit map jo o jl o j2 o . . . . Then dom J = 
{x E fi: for some n, < o, ii(x) =x for all i > n,} and for x E dom J, J(x) = (jo o jl o . . . 
o jn,)(x). It follows that dom J = V,, where a = lim inf (cr j,: n CO) < 2. Let ;I, = inf,>, 
cdj,). Call (jo,jl,...) trivial if the lim inf is attained, i.e., A,, = tl for eventually all n. 
The associated trivial inverse limit is an elementary J : V, + 6 for some 6 <A. We are 
interested in the nontrivial case, where cf(cr) = CO, each A, < CI, and (A,: II < CO) r CI. In 
this case, by replacing the ji’s by a sequence of compositions of finite blocks of the 
ji’s, we obtain J=kookl ok20 ..., with crko<crkl < ‘..andsup,crk,,=a. We will 
assume below that nontrivial inverse limits are given in this increasing form. 
IfJ=jooj,o ... is an inverse limit, let J,, = j, 0 j,,, o . . ., and J,(,_l) =jo o jl o 
h-1. 
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Lemma 3.1. Suppose &EC% (m-co), crjm=2,, SI~<~~< . . . . Z= suprnTrn, J=joo 
j’r 0 . . . . Then 
(i) J[rx] is unboun&ti in R. 
(ii) J : V, + Vi is elementary. 
Proof. (i) Otherwise A > 60 261 362 3 . . where 6, = sup(J,[cc]). Pick m with 6, 
minimal. Let 6, = 6. Then 6 >crjm (otherwise Jm+r(6) = 6, contradicting 6 = S,+, ), 
Pick p <&j,(p) > 6. Then ~12 a,+, holds (if -I,+, (7) 3/f, then J,(y) 3 6). This con- 
tradicts the minimality of 6. 
(ii) For each cln, J(a, ) is the critical point of a member of &;.‘i; thus m <n + VJCz,) --: 
vJ(,nzl + 1%. Since J r V,, : &,, -_) VJCam) is elementary, J : V, -+ F$. is elementary. 0 
If J is as in the hypothesis of Lemma 3.1, and all the jl’s are CA, say that J : V, + 6 
is a nontrivial inverse limit of C,r, embeddings. For A C V, let J(A) = UPC2 J(A fl I$), 
We remark that inverse limits are special types of direct limits of internal iter- 
ations, restricted to V,, i.e., if J = jo 0 j, o . ., with each ji E 8;., J : V, -+ I$, define 
J= . . 07~ 07, oyo, where L=ja(jr(j,(. . . (ji_,jl)))). Then it is seen that &-stabilizes 
and 7 1 V, = J. Thus, this section could be phrased in terms of restrictions of special 
types of direct limits. By the remarks above, such a special direct limit 7 will have 
trivial associated inverse limit unless for some a with cf x = o, ?(a) =/.. 
Lemma 3.2. If J : V, + v. is a nontrivial inverse limit oj’ C,!,+2 embeddings, then .ftir 
every B C V, and A C 6. there is u nontrivial inverse limit K : V, + F$~ of CA embeddings 
and an A’C V,, with K(A’)=A. K(B)=J(B). 
Proof. Let A0 =A, B, =Ji(B). Choose k, (all m), and A, (m >O), so that 
(i) k, is a CA embedding. 
(ii) M&+r ) =A,. 
(iii) MB,+1 ) =j,(&+r ) (=def &) 
(iv) crko<crjo, crj,<crk,+, <crj,+l. 
Namely, if Ao,. ,A,+, and ko,. . . , k, satisfy (i)-(iv), k,+l and Am+2 may be 
chosen with k,+ 1 (A,,,+2 ) = A,+ ,, k,+l(Bm+2)=jm+I(Bm+2), crj,<crk,+l <cr.h+~, by 
Lemma 2.2. 
Let K be the inverse limit of the k,‘s. Since (crk,: m<w) T CI, K: V, --f F.. For 
B<x we have (joo ... oji)(Bf? Vp)=(ko o . . . o k;)(B n V/j) for all i; it follows that 
K(B)?J(B). Let A,+, =A,+, n V&,,). Then ij n V&,,)=&+r for all i>m + 1, 
K,+I(A,+I) =&+I, and Ko,&&+I 1 =.JomCA mtl ) is an initial segment of A. Let A’ = 
U, A,+, . Then K(A’) = IJ, K&K,T,,,+l ) =-_ A. Cl 
Theorem 3.3. If x 61” and J : y, -+ b$ is a nontrivial inverse limit of CL embeddinys 
(respectively. CL-embeddings) from F. to L$., then J is .ZA (respectively, 1:). 
Proof. The CL case follows from the CA cases. The case n = 0 is Lemma 3.1. Suppose 
n > 0 and the theorem holds for all m < n. Given J = jo 0 jl o . . , with each j2 Zb, 
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crj,=ai, c10<c11< ..., supi ai = CI. Then J is Ci_, by induction, so preserves CA 
statements upwards. 
Suppose I$ + X@(X,j(B)), where @ is II:_,. To show V, kX@(X,B). Pick 
A C Q. with Q. + @(A, JB). By Lemma 3.2 there is a nontrivial inverse limit K = kook1 o 
. . . of .q_, embeddings (elementary embeddings if n = 1 ), with K : V, + J$, K(A’) =A 
for some A’ & V,, and K(B) =J(B). By the induction hypothesis K is Ci_, if II > 1 
(K is elementary in the case n = 1). Thus, K preserves II:_, statements downwards. 
So V, + @@‘,I?), completing the proof. 0 
Remark. The following is an alternate proof of the theorem in the case n = 1,2. Let 
J= . . .oj; oyo be the associated direct limit as in the remark after Lemma 3.1. Define, 
for every i, MO = V and Mi+l =Ult(Mi,i). This is a well-defined internal iteration 
since each i is Zi (Theorem 2.4), -$ = (A_, o . . . o Jo), Ti E Mi, and i is still Et in 
A4i (by Theorem 1.3(iv)). Since cfcc=w and y[a] =J[cc] is cofinal in 1 (Lemma 3.1) 
the direct limit map of the Q-iteration (also called 7) satisfies y(a) = 1. Applying 
Corollary 1.6 gives that 2 r V, = J : V, --+ fi is Cl. 
For j E &‘A, say that X G A is j-large if X fl K, = K, for all K, E cf(j). 
Theorem 3.4. Suppose there is a CA,, j : 6 + ?$.. Then 
(i) For each B C Vi there is a j-large o-club C c 1 with, for each a f C, a Cf, em- 
bedding k, : V, + 6, with k,(B,) = B for some B, c V,. 
(ii) There is a j-large w-club C c A such that for each CI E C there is a C!, j, : V, + V,. 
Proof. (i) We find an o-club C C ICO as above. Then, e.g., we may argue similarly for 
each rc,, as K, =cr(j”j) and j”j is ZAf2. Let G be the set of all (to,. . . , em) such 
that each 4 is .ZA from 6 to G,, cr 80 <cr /I< . . <cr t,,, < ~0, and there are Bo, . . . , B, 
with /o(Bo)=B and 8i+l(Bi+l)=Bi (i<m). By Lemma 2.2, for each (/o,...,~,,,)EG, 
{ 13 < ICY: (to,. . . , c!,, e) E G for some 8 with cr e = f3} is unbounded in ~0. Thus, we may 
construct a nonempty G G G and an o-club C such that for each CI E C there are /,,, 
(m <w) with sup, cr(!,) = a and each (80,. . . , fi) E g. For each a E C, pick such an 
(&: m>w). Let kor=(4’ooO~o~..). Then k,:& -+ Vi is CA by Theorem 3.3. And since 
/o(Bo) = B and /ii+1 (Bi+l) =Bi for all i there is as in Lemma 3.2 a B, with k,(B,) =B. 
(ii) Take B = j in part(i). Then there are j, with ku( j,) = j, for all a E C. Suppose 
n is odd (the case n =0 being similar). Then j is CA, k, is CA,, (by Theorems 2.3 
and 3.3), so j, is C!, by Lemma 2.1. 0 
Regarding the implication (i) + (ii) of the theorem, if there is a CA j : K + 6 is 
there a C!, K : V, + VA for some CI <1? This would give an alternate way of proving 
that for some a <I there is a C,!_, j, : V, + V,, And it would hold if there are CA- 
embeddings l,,,: Q- fi (m<W) such that cr(eo)<cr(/l)< ... and sup,cr(/,)=a<l 
(take K = lo o 8, o . . -). This is not known to follow from the existence of a C,!, 
embedding. For example, it may be consistent that there exists a Zt embedding j 
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such that every CA embedding belongs to &; = {k: VCY -C A 3p E <&, k r V, = p r K}. But 
{cr( p): p E &>} = {cr(p): p E &j} h as order type o and supremum i, [ 13, 191. 
For j E &j. let j(O) =j, jci+‘) =j(l)j(i). Then, letting cfj = (K,,: n <a), ,fj(‘) = (K,: 
n 3 i) and j(i)j(m) =jm+l for all i 6m. For A C w finite or infinite, A = {ao, a,, . .} with 
a0 <aI < ., let jCA) = . . . ojCal) ojCal) oj(Q), 
Theorem 3.5. Suppose j : 6, + 6~ is CA, cZj={Kn: n<w}. Suppose Q(X) is u CA 
formula. Then,foruny inJinite Ecw, &.F(@({K,: nEw})++@({lc,: nEE})). 
Proof. Suppose A C o is coinfinite, A = {a~, al,. . .}, a0 <ul < . . . . Then it is not hard 
to compute that j CA) stabilizes (so j CA) E &J, j@)({,,: n E w}) = {K,: n E w -A}, and 
jCA) = j(aii)oj(al-l)oj(u:-2)0.. . . Thus, since each jcrn) is CA, j@) is CA by Theorem 3.3. 
Given E C. w, E infinite, then applying j(Cu--E) to {K,: n < W} yields @({PC,: n < co}) - 
@({K,: nEE}). 0 
Lemma 3.6. Suppose j : L1 [ &.+ I] --+ L1 [ V;_+,] is u nontrivial elementary embedding. 
Then for every A,Bc E& and /?<crj there is a k: e.,+~ + fi+l with /J<crk<cr>, 
k(B) = j(B), and k(A’) = A for some A’ C 6.. 
Proof. The satisfaction relation for K_+, (more precisely, a coded version of it) is 
a definable (without parameters) subset of L1 [e.+,]. Therefore, (8 E 8~: / is Cl,} is 
definable in L,[F.+,]. The lemma follows by reflecting as in Lemma 2.2. Cl 
As mentioned above, the following theorem is due to Woodin [20] under the as- 
sumption j : L[ F$+,] --f L[F$+1], cP( j) = A. 
Theorem 3.7. If j : L1 [E.+,] + L,[ I$+,] is a nontriviul elementary embedding, then 
there is a j-large w-club C C l. with &(a) for euch x E C. 
Proof. Choose, from Lemma 3.6, a sequence (k,: i < o) with kj : F$+, + If.+, , cr ko < 
crk, < ..., ~up,crki=~<& such that for some ki (i<o), koeo=j 1 c., ki+iti+l =tl. 
Then as in Theorem 3.4, K = ko o kl o . . . satisfies K : V,+ I + K.+I and K (j, ) = j for 
some j?. Thus, j, witnesses E,(x). The existence of a j-large o-club set of such N’S 
is as in Theorem 3.4. 0 
There is an analogue (proof omitted) of Corollary 1.5 for n ~2: if j : L$ + 6. is CL, 
then Ult( V, j) is CA-correct. From this and Theorem 3.3 it follows that if n >O and 
j, is CA (m<o), crja<crjl < ... and 2: V +M is the direct limit associated to the 
inverse limit J : V, + 6. of the ji’S, then M is CA correct at A. 
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